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t. Introduction
With the scaling of minimum dimensions to

0.25pm and belorv, DRAM technolory faces a number
of nerv challenges. System requirements for higher
bandwidth between memory and processors necessitate
faster transistor performance. System on a chip appli-
cations with embedded DRAM push performance even
further and also require added l-evels bf wiring. From
the technology perspective, the cell structure is rapidly
approaching wiring limited sizes, leading to very aggres-
sive scaling of lithography to maintain the rate of cell
area reduction. This means pushing 248nm DUV
lithography down to 0. l Spm with relatively small depth
of focus. This paper describes a 0.25pm trench
capacitor dram technolory that was developed to meet
these challenges. The scaling of this technology down
to 0.l8pm is also discussed.

2. Cell Structure
The cell described in this work (Figure l) is a

BuriEd STrap cell or BEST for short tll. It is a
variant of the Substrate Plate Trench Cell [2], where
signal is stored on the inside of the trench as opposed
to the traditional trench cell where signal is stored orr
the outside [3]. This overcomes the disadvantages of
the traditional trench capacitor cell with trench to
trench punchthrough eliminated since the substrate
region between trenches is at a common potential.
Data retention and soft error rate immunity are very
good since the cell junction area is small and the cell is
conslructed inside a well which blocks the collection of
charge generated in the substrate. Key features are
complete self alignment, large storage capacitance, and
an integration sequence that insures local and global
planarity throughout the process [4].

Self alignment is achieved in two ways. As shown
in Figure 2, the buried strap connection from the
trench capacitor to the array transistor is created
through the interaction of the shallow trench isolation
with the capacitor. 'l-he capacitor is formed first and a
sidewall connection is formed along the entire perim-
eter of the trench. Subsequently the shallow trench
isolation removes this connection on all trench surfaces
except where the connection to the transistor is desired
tl]. The bittine contact to the transistor is self-aligned
through a process that etches SiOa with higlr selectivity
to SirNa. J'hese two processes lead to a cell size of
0.605pm2 at 0.25pm dimensions, with a cell size of
0.245pm2 projected for early lGb designs.

3. Terhnology Intcgration
With the continued optimization in optical

lithography, process integration must deal with smaller
and smaller useable depth of focus. T his trend is
shorvn in Figure 3, rvhere the maximum allorvable
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topography to be able to print minimum pilch wiring is
shown as a function of technology generation. Esti-
mates of topography created during trench capacitor
cell formation and stacked capacitor cell formation are
included for comparison. It is clear that planarization
must be included as a standard technique throughout
!h. process in order to continue using optical
lithograp_hy. Typlcally, chemical mechanical polishing
is used for planarization of trench capacitors, shallorv
trench isolation, contact studs, insulators over gates,
and damascene wiring levels [4].

The advantages of this integration scheme can be
seen in Figure 4. Even after three levels of wiring
(tungsten bitline and two levels of aluminum) the
surface is quite flat. This is promising for future
embedded dram applications, where the logic portions
of the chip will require extra levels of metal. The lack
of high temperature processing after transistor forma-
tion offers opportunities for higher performance tran-
sistor design as well.

4. Challenges in Scaling to lGb
The BES'I' cell concept is scalable to lGb dimen-

sions without major changes. Recent work has shown
that through proper control of the deep trench etching
and scaling of the nitride/oxide dielectric thickness to
the range of 4-5nm, one can achieve capacitance of
>35fF at lGb dimensions [5]. As seen in Figure 5,
trench etch rate drops slorvly as dimensions drop from
0.7pm to < 0.21tm. Profiles are well controlled even to
the smallest dimension. This ability to achieve large
capacitance viilues rvithout the introduction of ncrv
materials into manufacturing is very attractive. By
scaling all features to minimum dimension, a cell siz-e
of 0.245pm2 is attainable [6].

5. Conclusions
Despite many challenges,Despite many challenges, trench capacitor cells

will be used in the lGb era and beyond. Features such
as shallow trench isolation, damascene rviring, and
transistors appea{ to scale well, especially considering
the oppo(*ity for reduced thermal cycles oflered by
the trench integration sequence. There are concerns
about array device design since off current requirements
are very severe in DRAMs [6], but they appear man-
ageable. Trench cells offer the advantage of allorving
the continued use of conventional NO dielectrics into
the lGb generation and an inherently planar integration
sequence
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Ilighlighted SEI\,| cross-section of BEST cell

Figure l. BEST Cell for 256Mb DRAM [].
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Figure- 2. schematic cross-secr.ion and top viervs shorving
formation of buried strap connecting trench and active area.

Figtrrc 5. SEM cross-section of test waler
depth for varying trcnch sizes.
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